STOCKMAR lets children experience the
world around them and even create their
very own. This artistic process in turn
helps improve children’s mental agility
and artistic abilities by promoting creative interplay between their senses and
their power of imagination.

STOCKMAR product range
For decades, the name STOCKMAR has stood for the highest caliber of art supplies. We take a comprehensive, smart approach
to quality through: the careful selection of raw materials, first-class processing and our products’ excellent color, paint and
modeling properties. We believe that quality fosters artistic freedom which positively impacts individual development. We
create exceptional products which support a rich, artistic experience—be it at home, kindergarten, school, or in a therapeutic
environment.

Artistic activity creates a sense of inner
peace that serves as a contrast to the
often one-sided, performance-based expectations children face in everyday life,
thus art provides balanced development.
WAX CRAYONS
COLORED PENCILS
WATERCOLORS
OPAQUE COLORS
MODELING BEESWAX
DECORATING WAX
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MODELING BEESWAX

STOCKMAR modeling beeswax
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Create with all the senses
Get to grips with the world

15 colors
•

Basic and main range 6/12 tablets

•

All colors available as individual colors

Kids love molding and kneading shapes—
this kind of artistic medium lets them make
the world their own. STOCKMAR modeling
beeswax is the perfect material for this.
It’s highly versatile and clean. Though initially hard, the wax softens in warm hands:
thorough kneading makes it soft so it lends
its silky consistency to all kinds of shapes.

Color matters—Johann Wolfgang von Goethe was well aware
of this and the vibrant but harmonious color palette of all
STOCKMAR products is based on his famous color wheel. The
luminous, harmonious colors, the pleasant scent of beeswax
and the act of working the wax with your hands makes creating shapes with STOCKMAR modeling beeswax a truly rich
experience of the senses. Kids and adults alike enjoy the
relaxed atmosphere that modeling creates.

High-quality and long-lasting
STOCKMAR modeling beeswax was developed in
close cooperation with education specialists. This
high-quality material speaks to all of a child’s senses
and creates new artistic freedoms. Unlike soft clay
which eventually turns hard and, later, brittle, modeling beeswax forms retain their shape, color and
sheen—and can easily be reshaped as desired at a
later date.

